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Executive Summary 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The Housing Act 2004 gives Councils the power to introduce selective licensing 
schemes for privately rented properties in order to improve standards of 
management in the private rented sector (PRS) and lead to an improvement of the 
area. The power to designate is subject to certain conditions and criteria, including 
the requirement to consult persons who are likely to be affected by the designation; 
and to consider any representations made in accordance with the consultation being 
met. 
 
In addition to the already existing general conditions of low demand and antisocial 
behaviour (ASB) criteria, the Department for Communities and Local Government 
“Selective Licensing in the Private Rented Sector” Guide for Local Authorities states 
that a selective licensing designation may be made if the area to which it relates 
satisfies one or more of the following additional conditions, 
(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/977/contents/made) being an area 
experiencing: 
 
i. Poor property conditions; 
ii. High levels of migration; 
iii. High level of deprivation; 
iv. High levels of crime. 
 
In September 2016 Gateshead Council began the process of proposing to 
redesignate an area previously subject to landlord licensing, in addition to proposing 
a further new area for licensing. A public consultation was carried out from March to 
June 2017.  
 
As per the requirements of the Housing Act 2004 and government guidance, the 
Council has conducted a consultation process with landlords and managing agents, 
residents, tenants and businesses known to be operating in the proposed areas and 
with other stakeholders including neighbouring boroughs. 
 
This report provides a summary of the consultation approach and findings, which will 
be considered alongside other evidence by the Council in deciding whether and how 
to introduce selective licensing in new areas and redesignate areas that have 
previously been subject to licensing.  
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CONSULTATION PURPOSE 
 
Section 80(9) of The Housing Act 2004 states that when considering making a 

designation for selective licensing the local housing authority must : 

a) Take reasonable steps to consult persons who are likely to be affected by the 
designation; and  
 

b) Consider any representations made in accordance with the consultation and 
not withdrawn.  

The minimum consultation period required for the designation to fall within the 
Housing Act 2004: Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation and Selective 
Licensing of other residential accommodation (England) General Approval 2015 is 
ten weeks. Gateshead adopted a twelve week period for consultation about its 
proposed selective licensing schemes (with an additional week added at the end of 
the period to account for a webpages power shut down for a 48hr period in June 
2017). 
 
The aim of the consultation was to provide local residents, landlords/managing and 
letting agents and local businesses with an opportunity to provide their views about 
the draft proposals to introduce further selective licensing schemes in two separate 
areas within the borough – parts of The Avenues and the Redesignation of parts of 
The Central Bensham Phase 1 licensing area that expired in May 2017.  
 
Consequently, the consultation covered the following areas: 
 
For landlords and agents 

Opportunities to provide views and information about the problems in their local 
area and in relation to their portfolio, tenants, neighbouring properties or residents, 
including the streets surrounding the proposed areas 

Opinion as to if licensing is required to be introduced/continued in the proposed 
areas and/or other areas based on the Councils rationale.  

Opportunities to provide views and comments on the requirements licence holders 
will be expected to comply with e.g. conditions, provision of documents and 
certificates, information in relation to management practices and fit and proper 
person criteria.  

Information gathering in relation to landlord association membership, participation 
in accreditation schemes and portfolio size.  

Opportunity to provide views on the proposed licensing fee structure 
 
For residents, tenants, businesses and other stakeholders: 
 

Opportunities to provide views and information about the problems in their local 
area and in relation to neighbouring properties or residents, including the streets 
surrounding the proposed areas 

Opinion as to if licensing is required to be introduced/continued in the proposed 
areas and/or other areas based on the Councils rationale.  
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Opportunities to provide views and comments on the requirements licence holders 
will be expected to comply with  

 Information gathering in relation to tenure, area satisfaction and property condition 

 For private tenants, satisfaction with the service provided by their landlord, length 
of time in their tenancies and rental arrangements 
 

Consultation for both proposed areas were held during the same period. For the 

purposes of clearer reporting and understanding, the summary of responses within 

this report are split into the two geographical areas.  

 
CONSULTATION APPROACH & STRATEGY 
The approach was primarily governed by the provisions of the Housing Act 2004 and 
the DCLG guidance (Revised April 2010). Consultation methods used for previous 
licensing schemes within Gateshead were also repeated.  
 
The consultation ran for 13 weeks from 20th March 2017 to 18th June 2017.  
 
Questionnaires 
Two questionnaires per proposed area (4 in total) were designed to capture views on 
the proposals and to obtain further information about the stakeholder , their portfolio 
and procedures if a landlord and any area issues. There was one for residents, 
tenants and businesses for each area, and another for private landlords and 
managing agents  - Appendices A-D. The questionnaires provided a proposal 
overview and a link for completion online if required. The questionnaires delivered to 
every property within the proposed areas were provided with a pre-paid return 
envelope and a £25 gift voucher was also offered in a prize draw as a means to try 
and increase returns. 
 
Distribution 
Questionnaires were available in physical form and electronically on the Councils 
selective licensing consultation webpages.  
 
Questionnaires were delivered to every property and business located within the 
proposed areas - 1300 in the proposed avenues area and 320 in the proposed 
redesignated area. Contact with existing licence holders within the proposed 
redesignated was possible via email due to the information already held on record 
from existing licenses, Appendix D(a). Questionnaires were posted out to those 
licence holders who had not provided an email address as part of their previous 
licence application. 242 existing licence holders were sent an email with an overview 
of the proposal and links to the online information and questionnaire. Questionnaires 
were also available at each consultation event and within the reception area of 
Gateshead Civic Centre.  
 
Letters advising of the consultation with a link to the questionnaire and online 
information were sent to every landlord (501), agents (estate and managing) (83) 
and interested parties (34) known to be operating in the proposed Avenues area, 
including any community groups, using information from land registry, housing 
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benefit, council tax and internal property databases.  Copies of the letter and link 
were also sent to all known agents by email where an email address was on record. 
The letter included information about licensing and the proposal, an invitation to 
consultation events and included a web link asking recipients to access the online 
content and questionnaire to give their views. Appendices E-H.  
Letters were also hand delivered to the streets immediately surrounding the 
proposed areas with a licensing overview and link to the online questionnaire. 
Appendix I.  
 
A full consultation document of the Councils proposal was and remains available at 
www.gateshead.gov.uk/landlordlicensing  
 
Email reminders of the consultation were sent to all known licence holders in the 
proposed redesignated area in the last fortnight of the consultation period.  
 
In addition to agents, landlords, businesses, tenants and residents, the following 
groups were sent information in relation to the proposal and requested to advise their 
members of the consultation, provide feedback via the online questionnaire and were 
invited to attend a consultation event 
 

 Landlords associations, including:  
o National Landlords Association (Appendix J) 
o Residential Landlords Association  
o Gateshead Private Landlords Association 

 Residents associations  

 The Association of Residential Managing Agents  

 The National Association of Estate Agents  

 Neighbouring local authorities - Newcastle, Northumberland, South Tyneside, 
Durham and Sunderland. 

 Northumbria Police 

 Tyne & Wear Fire Authority 

 Shelter 

 Local charities 

 Youth Offending Team 

 Social housing providers including The Gateshead Housing Company 

 Internal departments including Adult and Children Services, Housing 
Options/Homelessness, Community Safety and Economic Development,  

 
The aim was to use our customer insight to target our communications and evaluate 
their impact.  Wide reaching tactics aimed at targeting all residents and stakeholders 
were used, with more specific channels being used to reach tenants and landlords.  
 
 
Communication Activities 
 
The vast majority of the work was focused on an external audience, although internal 
channels were used to engage staff whose work is public facing to act as 

http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/landlordlicensing
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ambassadors for the consultation and encourage more responses. The channels are 
listed below and an analysis of each activity is provided in the main report.   

Media relations – press release to BBC Radio Newcastle 

Gateshead Council website  

Poster sites (within proposed areas (lampposts and shops) and in libraries and 
council buildings) 

Spring 2017 edition of Council News 

Social media (face book & twitter) 

Gateshead Now Website 

Emails to landlord database 

Emails to stakeholder groups 

Stalls in Civic Centre  

Mail out to stakeholders 

Digital TV screens in Civic Centre 

Proposal presentation to stakeholders,  

Proposal report to Cabinet 

Word of mouth amongst colleagues, teams and the wider organisation. 

Briefing session for elected members 

Information delivered to Community Safety Partnership meetings such as Tasking 
(March 2017) 
 
 
CONSULTATION REACH 
 
Consultation for both proposed areas were held during the same period. For the 
purposes of clearer reporting and understanding, the summary of responses within 
this and the main report and evaluation are split into the two geographical areas 
 

Evaluation of reach of consultation questionnaire – both proposed areas 

Consultees were asked within the questionnaire ‘How did you find out about the 

consultation?  The responses are in Figure 13 below.  

Not all respondents (317) to the questionnaire answered this question. Of the 157 

who answered, the clear leader in terms of successful reach was the letter delivered 

in the proposed area and surrounding streets, with nearly 81% of respondents 

naming this as how they found out about the consultation. The remaining main 

channels cited as sources were consultation email alerts (5.09%), Council News 

magazine (3.19%), social media (1.91%), word of mouth (1.27%), leaflet (3.82%) 

and other email (3.19%).  
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Figure 13 – Analysis of Consultation Reach (Avenues and Redesignated) 

0 
5 

 
Consultation responses 

The volume of response to the consultation has been as follows; 

 317 responses to the online and hard copy questionnaires 

 The Avenues – 50 responses from landlords and agents (10% of known 

landlords/agents) 

 161 responses from households/residents (12.5% of total households) 

 Redesignation Area – 21 responses from licence holders/agents (9% of 
existing licence holders) 

 69 responses from households/agents (22% of total households) 
 

A full breakdown of the tenure of responding households can be found in the main 

report. 

 9 individual letters/emails 

 Written response from National Landlords Association (see Appendix M for a 

copy of this submission) 

The survey returned a greater response from residents/businesses than landlords. 

Despite the far reaching consultation methods adopted using up to date personal 
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data and providing incentives to increase returns, the response from landlords 

themselves was particularly lower than expected, specifically from proposed 

redesignated area landlords. In the redesignated area there were 37 responses but 

16 did not continue to complete the survey and only answered the first question 

leaving 21.   

 
Key consultation findings from consultation survey 
 
The key findings are organised in to five themes: 
(a) Demographics and equalities profile of respondents 
(b) The proposed licensing areas – neighbourhood satisfaction, views about 
problems, low demand and ASB and property condition 
(c) Existing landlord and tenant relationships 
(d) Support for the Redesignation of an area for continued licensing and the 
introduction of further licensing into other areas 
(e) Perceptions about the requirements of the scheme, ability to comply and fit and 
proper person criteria 
(f) Other areas to consider for landlord licensing 
(g) Overall proposal comments and suggestions 
 
 
 
Demographics and equalities profile of respondents 
The profiles of responding stakeholders to the survey can be viewed in the main 
report in Figure 14 for the Avenues and Figure 35 for the redesignated area.  The 
majority of responding landlords were white British, with a greater mix of ethnic 
origin’s from residents and businesses 
 
 
The proposed licensing areas – neighbourhood satisfaction, views about 
problems, low demand and ASB and property condition 
 
The Avenues 
 
Area satisfaction - Consultees were asked to provide information in relation to their 

satisfaction with the local area as a place to live or work. 

Less than half of responding residents (47%) and landlords (48%) were satisfied 

(very or fairly) with the local area. 22% of responding landlord/agents were 

dissatisfied (very or fairly) with a higher number of residents (32%) also being 

dissatisfied. Some respondents chose not to answer this question and some were 

also neither satisfied or dissatisfied  (14% landlords and 9% residents). 
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Figure 15 – Neighbourhood Satisfaction – The Avenues- Landlords/Agents 

 

Common reasons for satisfaction with the area related to location (to amenities, city 

centre etc), good transport links and for landlords the ease to let properties and the 

demand for them. Common reasons for dissatisfaction were noise, ASB, criminal 

damage, drug use/dealing, flytipping and refuse in rear lanes as well as dog barking 

and fouling. 

Figure 16 – Neighbourhood Satisfaction – The Avenues- Residents/Businesses 
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Affected by problems -The majority of responding residents/businesses (71%) had 
experienced the above problems with a neighbouring property or residents within the 
area, with 32% of landlords/agents reporting problems. Several residents reported 
problems coming from rented homes and tenants.  
 
Residents/businesses and landlords/agents were both asked if they thought that the 

proposed Avenues area suffers from problems of low demand and/or experiences 

significant problems with ASB. 

Figure 21 – Area Problems – Low Demand and ASB – The Avenues 

 

Just over 70% of responding residents/businesses agree that the area suffers from 
problems of low demand and/or ASB. There are fewer landlord and agents who 
believe this to be the case – 32%. 48% of landlords/agents responded that they do 
not feel the area is affected by ASB and low demand and nearly 17% of 
residents/businesses responded the same.  
 
Property condition - There was a noticeable  difference between the opinion of 

property conditions between landlords/agents and residents/businesses. In both 

categories of respondents, the majority reported property condition to be good. 

Landlords and agents all reported that their property/ies were either in excellent, 

good or satisfactory condition. There were no responses of poor or very poor 

condition. 

Fewer residents/businesses reported excellent and good property condition, with 

increased responses in the satisfactory range. There were also 4% of responses in 

the poor range and 2% of responses in the very poor range.  
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In relation to the responses provided by private tenants specifically in relation to 

property condition in the Avenues, the table below provides a summary: 

Figure 24 – Property Condition –Private Tenants – The Avenues 
 

Private tenant responses (Property Condition) 

Excellent 9.5% 

Good  34% 

Satisfactory 40% 

Poor  9.5% 

Very poor 5% 

No response 2% 

 

 
Redesignation Area 
 
Stakeholders were asked if they thought that the proposed redesignated area 

continued to exhibit issues of low demand (presence of empty properties, high 

occupant turnover etc.) and/or problems with ASB.  

Figure 40 – Area Problems-Low Demand/ASB-  Redesignation  

 

More residents/businesses (41%) than landlords (28%) responded that the proposed 
redesignated area continues to exhibit some indicators of low demand and/or ASB. A 
large proportion of residents chose not to respond to this question – 45%, where if 
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answers had been provided what have made a significant difference to the yes/no 
percentages. 
 
In relation to experience of neighbourhood problems, more resident/business 
respondents advised that they had experienced issues 43%, than those who 
responded they had not 13%. 44% of respondents chose not to answer this question 
 
For landlords and managing agents 57% had not experienced any problems and 

38% responded that they had. Lower number of agents/landlords experiencing 

problems is to be expected if they are not living in the area themselves or their 

tenants have not reported issues to them.  

Noise from residents (shouting, fighting/drinking in the street, music) was the most 

common issue that residents had been affected by. Refuse/littering, drug 

use/dealing, dog fouling  and damage to cars were also common examples provided.  

For landlords and agents refuse/littering and noise from neighbouring properties 

were the most common responses provided.  

 
Support for the Landlord Licensing 
 
The Avenues 
 
A clear majority (81%) of responding residents (mainly owner occupiers and private 

tenants) agreed that there is a need to licence private landlords in the Avenues. Only 

8% of residents responded that they did not think there was a need for licensing. If 

the no responses were removed from the calculations, 91% of residents that did 

respond to this question agreed there was a need for landlord licensing in the area 

and 9% did not.  

Figure 29- Is there a need to licence landlords – Residents/Businesses-The 

Avenues 
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In contrast 44% of responding landlords and agents responded that they felt landlord 

licensing was not required, with 34% responding that they did think there was a need 

for landlord licensing. The number of landlords/agents responding that they felt 

licensing was required was more than expected. There was a significant 22% of 

landlords/agents who did not provide a response. Again if the no responses were 

removed, 56% responded no and 44% of landlords/agents responded yes. 

Figure 30- Is there a need to licence landlords – Landlords/Agents -The 

Avenues 

 

The reasons for support or against are detailed on page 34 of the main report. 
 
In the main opposition to the Avenues proposal from landlords was: 

 The area does not suffer from the problems outlined 

 Way for the Council to make money 

 Penalises the good landlords and should only apply to the bad 

 Too costly, a tax for landlords 

 Previous schemes have not improved areas 

For those landlords in favour of licensing, some of the commons responses included 

 Licensing is a good idea to increase landlord responsibility 

 In support as many landlords aren’t keeping their properties to an acceptable 

standard 

 It will set a standard to adhere to and bring in more revenue to spend in the 

area 

 Irresponsible landlords have led to area decline (anti-social tenants, noise, 

drugs and refuse issues). Any intervention to make landlords more 

accountable can only be a positive for the area 
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 To help sustain communities and provide a better service for tenants and all 

residents 

In terms of scheme administration for both proposed areas, the majority of landlords 

were in favour of a suite of discounts being applied to the licensing fee for a level of 

commitment having being shown to the private rented sector e.g. discount if a 

property is accredited or for if an application is received early. The majority of 

landlords agreed with  graded fee structure for those applications the Council were 

required to chase.  

 
 
Redesignated Area 
 
During the February 2017 evaluation consultation exercise, the same cohort of 

stakeholders were advised that that the licensing scheme at that time was within its 

final year. Stakeholders were asked to consider three possible proposed future 

options and asked to advise which option they felt best described the current position 

within the area. The majority, 86% of responding residents told us that landlord 

licensing should continue either across the whole area or in parts of it.  

Figure 36 – Support for Landlord Licensing – Future Options-February 2017 

Survey – Redesignation - Residents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50% of responding landlords also agreed that certain problems remain in the area 

and that continued licensing should be considered, with 50% responding that the 

area had improved to the point where  licensing should be withdrawn.  
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Figure 37 – Support for Landlord Licensing – Future Options-February 2017 

Survey – Redesignation - Landlords 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Stakeholders were asked a similar question within the March-June 2017 survey. This 

was following the provision of information in relation to what licensing entails and 

why the Council were looking to reintroduce it.  

Figure 38 below outlines the responses from residents and businesses in relation to 
this question. 55% of residents responded that they thought there was the continued 
need to licence private landlords in the area and 4% did not. Interestingly 41% of 
respondents did not answer this question. If the no responses are removed, the 
values would change to 92% of those who did respond to this question agreed that 
landlords should continue to be licensed in the proposed area and 8% did not agree 
 

Figure 38- Need for Licensing – Residents/Businesses-Redesignation 
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For landlords and agents far fewer were in agreement (71%) with 29% agreeing that 
landlord licensing should continue in the proposed redesignated area. 
 
Figure 39- Need for Licensing – Landlords/Agents-Redesignation 

 
 
 
 
The reasons for support or against are detailed in pages 50-51 of the main report. 
 
For those residents in favour of continued landlord licensing, the below summarises 

some of the common responses as to why:  

 ASB, Fly tipping and dog fouling are ongoing problems 

 All rented housing should be licensed  

 All tenants should be vetted 

 Landlords are absent and have no interest in the area 

 Area is likely to slip back if not renewed 

 Backlanes a mess, houses/flats neglected 

 Gateshead Council has solved many problems with landlord licensing – the 

area will revert back if the scheme is removed.  

 Landlord more visible and reactive since licensing was introduced.  

For those residents not in favour, the following comments were received; 

 It is a tax on property rental – the Council has had five years 

 Will push up prices, bad tenants need educating and not thrown out 

For those landlords/agents not in favour for continued landlord licensing, the below 

summarises some of the common responses as to why: 

 Seen no benefit 
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 Do not wish to pay further fees  

 Why should good landlords pay for the bad. Target the bad ones 

 Landlord issues are no longer the key problem in the area – re licensing 

landlords is not the solution-use exiting powers to tackle bad landlords, poor 

tenants and poor properties.  

 Work with landlords instead 

 Reductions in property prices and less attractive area.  

For those landlords/agents in favour for continued landlord licensing, the below 

summarises some of the responses as to why: 

 Licensing had had a positive effect on the area along with the block improvement 

schemes 

 The great thing about licensing is that it forces all irresponsible landlords into 

improving their property which has a positive effect.  

 It benefits both parties and the area as a whole 

 Yes-there are numerous problems throughout the Bensham area 

 Yes-good idea for the reasons you have stated 

 
There were no responses received from landlords/agents in relation to the actual 

proposed boundaries of the redesignated area.  

For residents/businesses the most common responses received were as follows: 

 All of Gateshead 

 The whole of Saltwell, Bensham and Shipcote 

 
 
Perceptions about the requirements of the scheme, ability to comply and fit 
and proper person criteria 
 

The Avenues and Redesignated area 

The majority of both responding landlord/agents and residents/businesses agreed 

that an owner/agent should be excluded from holding a licence should any of the 

proposed fit and proper person criteria apply. Very few disagreed.  

Landlords and agents were advised within the survey of the expected minimum legal 

standards that they would reasonably be expected to comply with should licensing 

be introduced e.g. provision of a tenancy agreement, submission of relevant health 

and safety certificates in relation to gas and electric, being fit and proper and the 

provision of information about management standards etc.  
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Landlords/agents were then asked if they anticipated any problems in meeting these 

requirements. 62% of respondents advised of no problems in meeting the 

requirements, with 10% anticipating problems and 28% did not provide a response to 

this questions.  

Figure 33- Problems meeting licensing  – Residents/Businesses-Redesignation 

 

In the redesignated area 86% of respondents advised of no problems in meeting the 
requirements, with 9% anticipating problems and 5% did not provide a response to 
this question. The majority of respondents to this question would have been licence 
holders in the existing scheme at the time and therefore would have previously met 
and have experience of meeting the criteria that landlord licensing presents. 
 
Figure 44 – Problems Meeting Licensing Requirements – Redesignation 
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Other areas to consider for landlord licensing 
 

The most popular response by residents was that:  

 selective licensing should be considered for the whole of Gateshead or 

 the rest of Bensham as well as the proposed areas.  

A small number of residents also suggested the following areas be considered: 

Dunston, Deckham, Swalwell (areas of which are already subject to licensing), Leam 

Lane, Sunderland Road, Saltwell Road, Rodsley Avenue (included in the proposal), 

Fern Dene Road, Teams, Felling and Harlow Green. 

 
 
Overall proposal comments and suggestions 
 
The Avenues 
Only ten landlord provided general comments. The most comments were in relation 

to proposed licence fees, the impact of licensing on landlords, the impact on tenants 

and that the proposal was a revenue raising exercise for the Council. 

 

Comments from residents/businesses were generally in support of the proposal and 

to suggest a brough wide scheme, or that they had been affected by area problems. 

Other requested to be kept informed of progress, A few residents expressed the 

concern that licensing will not resolve ASB in the area.  

 

Redesignated Area 

Of the landlords who provided overall comments, these were in relation to fees, 

penalising the good landlords for the bad and that enforcement actions should be 

used instead.  

Comments from residents/businesses were generally in support of the proposal or 

reported improvements to the area in the last 12-18 months. Some landlords 

expressed a need for a fair approach to landlord enforcement and a helpline for ASB 

reporting which is already in place.  

A full list of the suggestions raised in terms of alternative solutions and scheme 

implementation can be found on page 69-70 of the main report.  
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OTHER CONSULTATION FINDINGS 

The consultation drop in sessions, presentation and meetings as outlined from page 

60 were useful and largely reflected the opinion of landlords/agents, residents and 

other stakeholders. Overall the findings are very much in line with the comments and 

findings received through the consultation survey and written responses. In general 

terms landlords generally expressed opposition, however with some also in support 

that such a scheme is required in the areas. The majority of residents were in favour 

of the proposal.  

These events provided an opportunity to represent a cross section of stakeholders in 

a face to face environment. Any comments, feedback, opinion or suggestions raised 

during these events were recorded and fed into the overall consultation database.  

A summary of the above is outlined in the table below: 

Assigned 
Theme/Challenge/Opposition 

Attendee/Author Comments and Views 

General opposition to licensing  The Council should engage more with landlords 

 Council should be tackling the rogue landlords and 
not the good ones 

 Previous schemes have not been successful, why 
renew? 

 How can the scheme be administered/resourced 
with budget cuts 

Fees  Fees are too high 

 Licensing is not affordable 

 What do the fees cover? 

 What do landlords get in return? 

 Discount for bulk applications 

 What are the reassurances that the match funding 
will be forth coming and sustained 

Scheme administration  How can this happen in line with recent budget cuts 

 Will there be enough resources to administer the 
scheme 

Area issues and problems  Refuse/flytipping is not a landlords responsibility 
but a tenants 

 Social housing contributes to the ASB problems in 
the area 

 Council have never successfully helped in an ASB 
case in the areas 

 Lack of measures available to landlords to actually 
take action 

 The boundaries chosen distort the data 

 What business is it of the Council if an owner 
chooses to keep their property empty 

 Landlords are not the Police 

Impact on Landlords  Landlords will be unable to sell and house prices 
will decrease 

 Every Officer has a different set of rules 
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 Mortgage lending difficulties 

 Decrease in professionalism by some landlords  

 Landlords will sell 

Evidence base  Do not believe the problems presented via the data 
exist 

 Evidence presented in biased and portrays 
problems  

 High concentration of private rented homes is not a 
negative 

 The work undertaken by landlords to manage 
problems where the Council are not involved has 
not been considered 

 Disagree with the evidence presented 

 Consultation is a token gesture-decision has been 
made 

 Licensing is not necessary nor justified 
 

Area impact  The number of empty properties will increase 

Suggestions  Borough wide scheme with a lower fee 

 Tenant registration scheme 

 Introduce a private landlord schemes where private 
tenants are treat the same as social tenants – no 
access to the private rented sector if you have 
previous unsatisfactory tenancies  

 Reinstate tenant vetting’s service 

 Voluntary accreditation scheme 

 Phased licence fee payment plan 

 Educate tenants about waste 

 Community clean up days 

 Free disposal of household waste by landlords 

 Decrease bin costs/increase bin collection 
frequency 

Issues raised outside scope of 
licensing 

 Current changes to landlord taxation/mortgage 
interest relief 

 Council tax charges/impact on landlords 

 Housing benefit payment issues 

 Waste disposal – commercial vs domestic waste 
 

 

Conclusions 

The Avenues 

There is majority support amongst residents, tenants and businesses on the 

proposal to introduce landlord licensing into the proposed Avenues area. Many of 

these stakeholders have been or continue to be affected by the problems of ASB, 

noise, poor property management and nuisance tenants. The issue of fly tipping and 

waste accumulations in the area were one of the most popular concerns, as well as 

noise, drug use and anti-social residents/tenants. There were a noticeable number of 
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stakeholders who recognised and reported  that many of the problems were linked to 

the private rented sector, with many requesting a borough wide or central Gateshead 

landlord licensing requirement. A similar majority of residents were in agreement that 

the proposed area is currently experiencing issues with low demand and problems 

with ASB.  

There is also a majority of landlords/agents (44%)  who did not support the 

introduction of licensing into the proposed Avenues area, with 34% in favour. This 

majority percentage of landlords/agents not in support is lower than was expected. 

The opposition centres on the following key points: 

 The area does not suffer from the problems outlined 

 A way for the Council to make money 

 Licensing penalises the good landlords and should only apply to the bad 

 Too costly, a tax for landlords 

 Previous schemes have not improved areas 

Where landlords are in support (34%),or where suggestions for scheme 

implementation were provided,  the Council is being asked to consider: 

 Fee discounts (in relation to property condition, landlord association 

membership, size of property portfolio, history of compliance) 

 Phased fee payments 

 Increased resident/tenant monitoring/responsibilities 

 Increased landlord support (re introduction of vetting’s service, transparent 

application criteria) 

 Alternative solutions 

 

Redesignation of former licensing area – Central Bensham 

Again there is majority support amongst residents, tenants and businesses on the 

proposal to re-introduce landlord licensing into a smaller and redefined area within 

the former licensing area. Residents reported improvements over the last five years, 

with increased visibility of landlords, with some believing that the area would revert 

back if the scheme was not renewed.  Noise from residents (shouting, fighting, 

drinking in the street, music) were common issues that residents are affected by.  

As with the Avenues, problems with refuse, littering, drug use and dog fouling were 

common. The majority of responding residents/businesses agreed that the area 

continues to exhibit indicators of low demand and problems with ASB. Again many 

residents called for borough wide or Central Gateshead landlord licensing.  

Similarly to the Avenues proposal,  there is a majority of landlords/agents (71% in 

this case ) who do not support the re-introduction of licensing into the proposed area, 
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with 29% in favour. The opposition centres on the same key points as those in the 

Avenues: 

 The area does not suffer from the problems outlined 

 A way for the Council to make money 

 Licensing penalises the good landlords and should only apply to the bad 

 Too costly, a tax for landlords – do not wish to pay a further fee 

 Previous schemes have not improved areas 

For those landlords in support they reported noticeable positive effects upon the area 

during the previous scheme and a recognition that the area continues to suffer from 

ongoing problems.  

Where landlords are in support (29%),or where suggestions for scheme 

implementation were provided,  the Council is being asked to consider: 

 Alternative solutions 

 Fee discounts (in relation to property condition, multiple applications, early 

applications, landlord association membership) 

 Phased fee payments 

 Increased resident/tenant monitoring/responsibilities and enforcement 

 Increased landlord support (re introduction of vetting’s service, transparent 

application criteria) 

 

NEXT STEPS 

The feedback, comments and suggestions provided during the consultation 

timeframe have been analysed and categorised into differing themes, including 

suggestions. All of the data and information will now be made available to 

Cabinet/Council members, and considered, alongside the previously collected 

evidence, during the preparation of the final Cabinet proposal whether and how to 

introducing licensing into the proposed areas and how, if agreed, the schemes will 

be administered.  

 


